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Worksheet 12 infinitive of purpose

ESL resources infinitive purpose verb patterns - generalgerund / infinitiveverb + infinitive B1-B215-20 mins groups: 3-4Twelve matching dominoes different types of phrases that use infinitive purpose. Examples: We went to Egypt | see the pyramids; You can use the paper holder | reset your phone, etc.
B1-B220-30 mins groups: 3-4Ten sentences, each containing an infinative purpose. Read aloud sentences that exclude underlined words from what other students need to guess. Reward Intermediate Resource Pack 33 How many uses can you think of? Page 33 10 prompts picts. You can use an empty
bottle... Reward Upper-middle Resource Pack 11a &amp; b Useful objects crosswords Page 11 Ss develops definitions for everyday objects using purpose expressions. 11c &amp; d Don't say it Page 11 Ss needs to forward a no-answer to their teams using purpose phrases, but without using four
obvious words printed below. We always want to improve our lessons, and you can help. Tell me what you think. Is there a problem with rehearsals? Are some parts of the lesson too difficult? Give feedback by post or leave a message on our student forums. Do you have any questions about English or
do you want to show your support? Type a comment below. Communicate with other students and teachers in our new forums. Log in above to access your profile. If you have any questions, please contact us. Quality ESL lesson plans - free samples - $26 membership Be a better teacher! Hundreds of
PDF lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, talking. All included are comprehensive teacher notes. No preparation time is required. Listening lesson plans with mp3 files are also available. Plus memory cards. Take advantage of 15 years of ESL experience. Use the coupon code ESLPR on
registration for the discount! Do you teach kids who can't read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed phonics spreadsheets, games, videos and flash cards that you can find on our site. Everything you need to help your child learn to read through phonics: decoding stories, listening
exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! Listen to Live Worksheets. Spreadsheets that speak. Students are motivated by spreadsheets. Spreadsheets that save paper, ink, and time. English lessons for children - Videos, printables, games, online tests teach children an immersive mixed English
program. A multilevel English curriculum that includes cartoon animated videos, engaging games, interactive tests, and progress tracking. Go on a tour now! Advertise Here Grammar Spreadsheets Glossary Spreadsheets Listening to Spreadsheets Reading Spreadsheets Writing Movies and Game
Tables Spreadsheets with Paragraphs Educational Resources Educational Resources
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